Telecommunications
Business challenge
To deliver its global mobility service to
enterprises worldwide, Movius sought a
trusted cloud provider with far-reaching
data center presence and robust backup
and restore capabilities.

Transformation
“Leveraging IBM Cloud allows us to
really focus on what we're good at
and what we need to in order to
deliver a successful service.”
—Amit Modi, Chief Product and Technology
Officer, Movius

Results
Boosts agility
with IBM Cloud capabilities
supporting fast, highly consistent
deployment across locations

Strengthens focus
on business-critical needs with
cloud infrastructure expertise
provided by IBM

Drives growth
and supports further business
expansion with continued
technology innovation from IBM

After evaluating Rackspace and Amazon
Web Services (AWS) technology, Movius
chose an IBM® CloudTM solution based on
IBM’s global reach, reputation and platform
maturity. With IBM Cloud bare metal server
infrastructure and the Veeam on IBM Cloud
backup and restore service, Movius delivers
its offering to enterprises around the globe.

Movius
Providing security-rich
multiline mobility to
enterprises worldwide

Amit Modi
Chief Product and
Technology Officer
Movius

Solution component
• IBM® Cloud™
• Veeam on IBM Cloud

Movius provides cloud-based mobility solutions designed to solve compliance
and security challenges for global enterprises while improving productivity and
cost management. The company serves more than 75 million subscribers and
delivers the platform of choice for some of the world’s largest mobile carriers,
including a multiline solution that separates personal and business
communications on a single device. Founded in 2007, Movius maintains
headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia, and five additional office locations worldwide.
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